CHAPTER 3

Tr ansp o r t at io n Syst em – Exist ing Co n d it io n s & Syst em Op er at io n s
In t r o du ct io n
The Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester region is composed of numerous cities, towns, and crossroad
communities, as well as unincorporated rural areas. Municipalities (cities and towns) within the
CHATS MPO area include Charleston, North Charleston, Mount Pleasant, Goose Creek,
Summerville, Hanahan, Moncks Corner, Isle of Palms, Folly Beach, Sullivan’s Island, Seabrook
Island, Kiawah Island, James Island, Lincolnville, and Rockville. Outside of the municipalities, the
land use ranges from residential subdivisions to agricultural and forest lands.
The Charleston region offers many options to its residents in terms of residential locations and
employment opportunities. From the historic downtown to the newer residential subdivisions, small
rural communities, and beachfront towns, there are options for every lifestyle. Historic downtown
Charleston, the natural amenities, and the beaches also make the region a popular tourist destination.
However, the growth in employment, housing, and tourism has resulted in increased traffic
congestion that continues to worsen in major corridors.
The purpose of evaluating today’s transportation system is to understand what improvements are
needed now and what improvements will be needed in the future. Community profile data described
in this chapter include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Access
Principal Arterials
Minor Arterials
Transportation Corridors and Activity Centers
Corridor Operations
Traffic Safety and Crash History

•
•

I-26 and I-526
US 17, US 52, and US 78

I-26 is the one of the major interstate corridors in South Carolina. With connections from Johnson
City, TN, Asheville, NC, and Columbia, SC, the corridor runs northwest/southeast through the state,
terminating in Charleston, SC. At the western edge of the study area, I-26 is a four-lane rural
freeway. At the exit for US 17 Alternate, it becomes a six-lane freeway, which expands to eight
lanes between Ashley Phosphate Road and I-526. This cross-section continues until the eastern
terminus of the interstate at US 17 in Charleston. Currently, seventeen interchanges are available on
I-26 in the CHATS study area at the following locations (listed from west to east):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Jedburg Road
US 17 Alternate
College Park Road
US 78
US 52 /US 78 /Rivers Avenue
Ashley Phosphate Road/Northside Drive
Aviation Avenue
Remount Road
I-526 (Mark Clark Expressway)
Montague Avenue
SC 642/Dorchester Road
SC 7/Cosgrove Avenue
Spruill Avenue
N. Meeting Street
Rutledge Avenue
Morrison Drive/E. Bay Street
US 17/King Street/Meeting Street

Reg io n al Access
Regional access in the BCD region is provided by two important interstate highways and three major
US Routes as shown in Figure 3.1. These are:
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I-526 is a half-loop, four-lane facility that begins at US 17 west of the Ashley River and ends at
US 17 in Mount Pleasant, providing connectivity to Daniel Island and North Charleston. This
portion of the highway includes fourteen interchanges (including the termini) at the following
locations (from west to east):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Min o r Ar t er ials

US 17 (Savannah Highway)/Sam Rittenberg
Boulevard
Paul Cantrell Boulevard
Leeds Avenue
SC 642 (Dorchester Road)
Montague Avenue
International Boulevard
I-26
US 52/US 78 (Rivers Avenue)
North Rhett Avenue
Virginia Avenue
Clements Ferry Road
Daniel Island/Seven Farms Road
Long Point Road
US 17 (Johnnie Dodds Boulevard)/Business
I-526 (Chuck Dawley Boulevard)

US 17 is a major US route that runs east/west across
the region. It connects the Charleston peninsula with
the mainland on both the east and the west. The
newly constructed, eight-lane Arthur Ravenel Jr.
Bridge provides increased mobility and accessibility
to and from US 17, the Charleston Peninsula, and I26. US 52 and US 78 are also multilane major
arterials that serve short as well as long distance
travel.

17 and US 52/78 (Rivers Avenue). Posted speed limits on principal arterials tend to range from
35 to 55 mph. Figure 3.1 illustrate principal arterials in the Charleston-North Charleston
Urbanized Area as shown on the functional classification map.

Minor arterials primarily serve to connect short distance collector streets and principal arterials.
In the BCD region, minor arterials are primarily two-lane undivided roads with little or no
paved shoulder and posted speed limits ranging from 35 mph to 55 mph. Figure 3.1 shows
minor arterials in the Charleston-North Charleston Urbanized Area.
A profile of each major highway, principal arterial, and minor arterial within the CHATS MPO
area is presented in Appendix A. Included for each corridor is a photograph, information on
traffic volumes, and relevant roadway characteristics.

Co r r id o r Op er at io n s
Corridor Traffic Volumes
Figure 3.2 illustrate 2009 average daily traffic (ADT) volumes on study roadways in the BCD
region. Corridors that displayed noticeably high vehicular ADT’s included sections of the
following:

Prop o rt io n o f Service Grap h f ro m t he
Highw ay Cap acit y M anu al,
Tran spo rt at io n Research Bo ard – Figu re
1-5. Fig u r e p o r t r ays t h e in t en d ed
r elat io n sh ip o f f u n ct io n ally classif ied

Pr in cip al Ar t er ials
Principal arterials in the BCD region include the network of streets that serve medium and long
distance travel and connect minor arterials and collector streets to freeways and other higher
type roadway facilities. Roadway improvements and maintenance on principal arterials are
primarily funded through the South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT). Typical
cross-sections for these corridors vary from two lanes to as many as six lanes on sections of US

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-26 (west of I-526) — 133,100
I-526 (south of I-26) — 78,000
US 52/US 78/Rivers Avenue (south of US 52/78 split) – 65,100
US 17 (over Cooper River) — 75,500
Ashley Phosphate Road (at I-26) – 55,600
SC 61/St. Andrews Blvd. (north of US 17) — 42,000
SC 7 (over Ashley River) – 43,000
US 17/Savannah Hwy. (west of Ashley River)—40,100
SC 642/Dorchester Road (south of Ashley Phosphate Road) – 37,500

Corridors listed include key arterials within the study area as well as key interstate corridors that
provide links to destinations outside the study area. Congested corridors are highlighted in
Figure 3.2.
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Corridor Volume/Capacity Ratios
The level of congestion on a roadway can be indicated by the volume/capacity ratio (V/C).
V/C represents a comparison of the actual volume of traffic carried by a roadway to the
theoretical capacity of the roadway. A V/C less than 0.8 generally indicates a roadway that
is operating acceptably. As the V/C approaches 1.0, the roadway becomes increasingly
congested. It may operate acceptably for much of the day, but is likely to be congested
during peak periods. A V/C greater than 1.0 indicates a roadway that is carrying more
traffic than for which it was designed. Roadways with high V/C are generally very
congested, especially in the peak periods, and may operate in stop-and-go conditions.
Roadways in the BCD region that currently experience high V/C ratios are illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
Growth in the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester region, along with insufficient mobility
options and travel demand management increases has resulted in peak hour traffic
congestion on many major area roadways. A lack of road connectivity due to design and
geography contributes to this deficiency, creating morning and afternoon peak travel
periods that have sections of commuter travel corridors frequently congested and, in some
cases reducing travel speed to a crawl.

In North Charleston, Rivers Avenue is one of the primary commercial facilities in addition to
carrying regional through traffic. This combination of demands has led to severe congestion in some
areas. Dorchester Road is a regional roadway, which parallels I-26 from North Charleston to
Summerville. As these areas have developed, the load on Dorchester Road has increased and there
are few parallel options to carry the traffic. The Ashley River parallels Dorchester Road to the west.
To the east, Dorchester Road is accessible by two major facilities, Ladson Road and Ashley
Phosphate Road, both of which are also congested facilities. As this region continues to grow,
connectivity will increasingly become an issue that needs to be dealt with.
On James Island, the congested roadways include Harbor View Road and Folly Road. Folly Road is
the major north-south road on the Island and provides access to Folly Beach. Harbor View Road is
one of the major roads connecting to the James Island Expressway, and simply can’t handle the high
volume of traffic from the Expressway during peak travel hours.
Maybank Highway is the primary access road to Johns Island and accordingly, to Seabrook and
Kiawah Islands. As these areas have developed, the traffic load on Maybank Highway has increased
as well. Currently, sections of Maybank Highway are very congested.

Principal arterials in the study area that are the most heavily congested include sections of I26, I-526, US 17, Rivers Avenue, Ashley Phosphate Road, SC 61, SC 7, and Dorchester
Road. These roadways experience heavy traffic and long delays during peak hours. US 17
has V/C ratios ranging from acceptable to well overcapacity throughout much of the
Charleston region, from I-526 in West Ashley through Mount Pleasant.

Tr af f ic saf et y an d cr ash h ist o r y

I-26 and I-526 are two of the major traffic-carrying roads in the region, and currently both
of these roads are operating near capacity, with V/C ratios generally between 0.8 and 1.0.

A listing of the top thirty intersections in the CHATS region ranked by crash frequency is shown in
Table 3.1. These locations are also identified in Figure 3.3. The summary of crash data shown in
this table represents reported crashes at the specified locations for the calendar year 2009. There are
multiple contributing factors to high crash frequency, including intersection design, access
considerations, and traffic congestion. Many of the locations identified with high crash frequency
were also locations where congestion often exists. A direct relationship exists between traffic
congestion and crash frequency, hence the ongoing efforts to provide adequate funding for
transportation projects that minimize traffic congestion. Driveway access in close proximity to
intersections can also contribute to crash frequency by increasing the conflict points near the
intersection.

Several other regional roadways also show varying levels of congestion, with V/C ratios
ranging from 0.8 to 2. Some of the notable roadways include Micheaux Parkway, Cross
County Rd., and US 17A in the Town of Summerville. In the West Ashley area, Ashley
River Road and St. Andrews Boulevard, along with US 17 as mentioned previously, are
congested facilities.

Statistics provided by the SCDOT show that during 2009, the intersection with the highest crash
frequency in Berkeley, Charleston, and Dorchester counties was Old Trolley Road/Bacons Bridge
Road with 38 crashes.
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Table 3.1
Intersections Ranked by Crash Frequency (2009)

Rank
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Intersections
Trolley Rd-Bacons Bridge Rd
Ben Sawyer Blvd-Chuck Dawley Blvd
I-26-Ashley Phosphate Rd
College Park Rd-Treeland Dr
I-26-College Park Rd
Main St-Farmington Rd
Main St-Holiday Dr
Dorchester Rd-Bacons Bridge Rd
Main St-Myers Rd
Main St-St. James Ave
St. James Ave-Central Ave
Goose Creek Blvd-Red Bank Rd
Trolley Rd-Midland Pkwy
Trolley Rd-Miles Jamison Rd
Red Bank Rd-Howe Hall Rd
Dorchester Rd-Ladson Rd
Main St-Berlin G Myers Pkwy
US 17- Houston Northcutt Blvd
US 17-Long Point Rd
I-26-Remount Rd
St. James Ave-Old Mount Holly Rd
Berlin G Myers Pkwy-5th North St
Goose Creek Blvd-Montague Plantation Rd
Goose Creek Blvd-Thomason Blvd
US 17-Isle of Palms Connector
US 17-Bowman Rd
St. James Ave-Brandywine Blvd
Red Bank Rd-Fanwood Rd
US 78-Old Orangeburg Rd
Belle Hall Pkwy-Long Point Rd

Total
Collisions
38
32
32
32
30
26
24
24
24
21
20
20
20
20
19
18
18
18
17
17
16
16
15
14
14
13
13
13
11
11

Total
Fatalities
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

When looking at high frequency crash locations, it is also important to consider the severity of the
crashes. Collisions at some locations tend to occur at higher speeds and thus cause more injuries
than crashes at other locations. Table 3.2 indicates the twenty most frequent locations for accidents
with injuries.
Total
Injuries
7
7
6
14
6
6
9
5
25
12
16
3
5
11
6
5
3
4
11
2
12
13
8
9
1
5
5
5
3
3

In addition to the notably high crash and injury frequencies, three of the top 30 intersections
experienced crashes that involved a fatality. These include:





Goose Creek Boulevard / Montague Plantation Road
Old Trolley Road / Miles Jamison Road
US 78 / Old Orangeburg Road
Table 3.2
Intersections Ranked by Injury Frequency (2009)

Rank

Intersections

Total
Collisions

Total
Fatalities

Total
Injuries

1

Main St-Myers Rd

24

0

25

2

St. James Ave-Central Ave

20

0

16

3

College Park Rd-Treeland Dr

32

0

14

4

Berlin G Myers Pkwy-5th North St

16

0

13

5

Main St-St. James Ave

21

0

12

6

St. James Ave-Old Mount Holly Rd

16

0

12

7

Trolley Rd-Miles Jamison Rd

20

1

11

8

US 17-Long Point Rd

17

0

11

9

Main St-Holiday Dr

24

0

9

10

Goose Creek Blvd-Thomason Blvd

14

0

9

Although the fatalities at these intersections represent a small portion of all crashes and injuries
reported at each location, the fact that they occurred warrants special attention to determine if
countermeasures can be deployed to prevent future fatalities.
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Potential Safety Enhancements
A preliminary review of the accident history
has been performed for five intersections where
accidents are most frequent or where fatalities
occurred. Accident reports indicating crash
types and other conditions were not available at
the time of this study. However, a field
investigation was performed to confirm
existing conditions, design features and to
observe driver behavior.
The following
comments are offered for consideration when
additional accident studies are performed.
These comments relate to potential accident
causation as well as remedies.
Field
observations provided insight to potential
patterns and revealed conditions that could be enhanced through geometric changes or enhancements
to traffic control.
Old Trolley Road / Bacons Bridge Road
The intersection of Old Trolley Road and Bacon Bridge Road is an intersection that experiences a
high volume of traffic. It accommodates significant peak hour travel as well as land access within
close proximity to the intersection in a skewed configuration. The intersection is signalized with
free-flow directional lanes from Old Trolley Rd. onto Bacons Bridge Rd. During 2009, a total of 38
crashes occurred. Field observations identified the following conditions that may contribute to the
crash frequency at this location:
 High peak-hour traffic volumes
 Travel demand management strategies
 Driveway access in close proximity to the intersection



Possible enhancements to this intersection may include:
 Installation of a merge lane or realignment of the right turn lane
 Driveway relocation/consolidation as redevelopment occurs
 Installation of vehicular roundabout
 A more pedestrian-friendly intersection configuration
Interstate 26 / Ashley Phosphate Road
The intersection of I-26 and Ashley Phosphate Road is a complex intersection that is an interstate
interchange in addition to a confluence of a US Highway, side streets, and driveways. The multiple
turning movements and impressively high traffic volumes create a hazardous scenario. Pedestrian
activity is factor as well. The intersection is a well-known congestion point during the peak periods.
Finally, the interstate entry ramp creates a dangerous conflict with through traffic. Field observations
identified the following conditions that may
contribute to the crash frequency at this location:






High peak-hour traffic volumes
Aggressive driver behavior
Driveway and side street access within
close proximity to the intersection
Interstate access ramps

Possible enhancements to this intersection may
include:
 Prohibit turns m0vements
 Street network connectivity
 Operational improvements, such ramp metering
 Travel demand strategies and Peak hour transit service

Possible enhancements to this intersection may include:
 Improved turn-lane capacity
 Enhanced signal timing and phasing
 Consolidated driveway access for commercial properties
 Peak hour transit service

College Park Road / Treeland Drive / I-26 Interchange
The intersection of College Park Road and Treeland Drive had 32 reported accidents during 2009.
Treeland Drive is a frontage road along I-26, which is in close proximity to the interstate interchange.
There were 30 additional crashes at the I-26 / College Park Road interchange. This entire area
experience high traffic volumes during peak hours, frequently experiencing queuing on the interstate
off ramp.

Ben Sawyer Boulevard. / Chuck Dawley Boulevard
This intersection is a signalized intersection with high traffic volumes and free-flow right turn lanes.
A number of driveways are located within close proximity to the intersection causing conflict with
turning traffic. The main issue the lack of merge lane from Chuck Dawley Blvd. onto Coleman
Blvd. The Town of Mount Pleasant has proposed improvement to this intersection as portion of the
Coleman Boulevard-Ben Sawyer Boulevard Revitalization Plan (2005).

Possible enhancements to this intersection may include:
 Prohibit turns m0vements
 Street network connectivity
 Operational improvements, such reducing posted speed limits and high-visibility signal back
plates
 Travel demand strategies and Peak hour transit service
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Existing Transit Network

Pedestrian Facilities

The purpose of the CHATS LRTP is to create a balanced transportation system that accommodates
personal vehicles, freight vehicles, transit services, pedestrians, and bicycles. One of the goals of the
plan is to incorporate transit services to maximize the capacity of the existing system. This goal can
be accomplished by providing a more attractive and convenient transit system. Improvements to the
transit system will have residual effects on many of the other goals, including creating a safe
transportation system, encouraging context-sensitive design elements, promoting economic
development, promoting pedestrian-friendly environments, and minimizing environmental impacts.
The following section discusses existing transit services briefly. Chapter 6 includes more
information on transit planning, setting stage for more detailed policy and program recommendations
in Chapter 12.

Pedestrian can be defined both as “undistinguished, ordinary” and “going on foot.” Considering
both definitions, travel by foot should be ordinary and commonplace. Downtown Charleston,
Downtown Summerville, and the Old Village of Mount Pleasant primarily exhibit an interconnected
network of sidewalks in relatively good condition. Traveling further from these urban centers,
sidewalks appear only on main corridors or in some neighborhoods, and are less frequent and wellconnected. Approaching the rural fringe, few, if any, sidewalks exist.

Transit Services
Transit services in the CHATS study area are provided by the Charleston Area Regional
Transportation Authority (CARTA) and TriCounty Link. CARTA is the primary provider in the
urbanized area, offering extensive service focused on the urban core of the Charleston-North
Charleston region. Its services include a system of fixed routes, demand-response, and express
routes. As the designated public provider in the rural areas of the region, TriCounty Link, officially
called the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Rural Transportation Management Association (BCDRTMA), offers services that interconnect with CARTA. TriCounty Link provides different types of
services, including fixed routes, express routes, and Medicaid-supported service in Berkeley,
Charleston, and Dorchester counties. In addition to CARTA and TriCounty Link, several private
transportation, human service transportation, and taxicab companies provide local transportation
services. Intercity transit service is provided by Greyhound and Amtrak connecting to region to
point inland.

Multi-Modal Networks
Transportation planning has evolved into a holistic approach that recognizes the travel demand
benefits of a robust multi-modal network. Once focused solely on roadway solutions, planners and
local officials concentrated roadway capacity solutions to commuter traffic and travel patterns.
Livable community initiatives promulgate balancing travel between modes by incorporating
pedestrians and cyclists for utilitarian and employment trips. The increasing demand for bicycle and
pedestrian facilities as expressed by the public has culminated in an enhanced focus on these modes
during the transportation planning process. This focus includes the background information that
follows as well as the multi-modal recommendations in Chapter 12.

Recent efforts have been made by the South Carolina Department of Transportation to incorporate
pedestrian facilities into standard roadway design.
The South Carolina Department of
Transportation’s Highway Design Manual (May 2003) states the following concerning sidewalk
construction:
Generally, sidewalks are an integral part of city streets. For suburban residential areas,
the construction of sidewalks is often deferred. However, sidewalks in rural and
suburban areas are still often justified at points of community development such as
schools, local businesses, shopping centers, and industrial plants that result in
pedestrian concentrations along the highway. If pedestrian activity is anticipated,
include sidewalks as part of the construction.
In addition to sidewalks, the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester (BCD) region includes greenways and
trails. Greenways Incorporated defines greenways as “corridors of land recognized for their ability
to connect people and places together; greenway trails can be paved or unpaved, and can be
designated to accommodate a variety of trail users, including: bicyclists, walkers, hikers, joggers,
skaters, horseback riders, and those confined to wheelchairs.” Greenways have been shown to
enhance residential property value in the neighborhoods served.

Bicycle Facilities
The Highway Design Manual produced by SCDOT in 2003 also emphasizes the importance of
constructing bicycle facilities on new roadways and offers several fiscally conservative methods of
improving conditions for bicycle riders. An Engineering Directive Memorandum issued by SCDOT
in 2003 affirms this focus on bicycle facilities and provides guidelines for the selection and design of
bicycle facilities for new roadway projects.
Destinations within a 5-mile radius (trip duration of 30 minutes) are achievable for many citizens.
Although the Berkeley Charleston Dorchester region has few designated bicycle facilities and routes
at this time (with the exception of greenways), the combination of interconnected streets and mixed
land uses makes it possible to bicycle for short trips using quiet streets in neighborhoods in several
urban areas in the region.
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For the advanced or more experienced cyclist, existing rural roads with (comparatively) lower traffic
volumes provide an opportunity for cyclists to enjoy longer uninterrupted trips, albeit sharing the
road with vehicular traffic. Although there are only two designated bicycle touring routes in the
BCD region (the Walter Ezell Route and the Coastal Route), experienced cyclists routinely use the
rural road network for bicycling. The existing greenways/multi-use paths and bikeways are
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The roadways and areas where current bicycle facilities exist in the study area were physically
examined and analyzed by bicycle and in some cases by automobile, to determine their current
suitability for bicycling for the CHATS and Charleston County Bikeway and Pedestrian Master Plan.
This examination and inventory included a determination of the bicycle facility type, the roadway
type, and their location in the study area. Information from the Plan was then augmented with
updated information to reflect improvements made since the Plan was drafted in 1995 and to detail
the type of facility present at each location.

Sy st em Op er at ion s & Main t en an ce
Operation and maintenance of our transportation infrastructure and transportation system is essential
to the development of the region. Even before providing new transportation facilities, the region
must ensure that it is operating and maintaining the existing system as efficiently as possible. Local
governments and SCDOT devote considerable funding to the operations and maintenance of their
existing transportation system. Table 3.3 below displays the funds needed by SCDOT to provide for
O&M needs for both the existing system. These figures do not include any expenses projected for
maintenance of new facilities that would result from the various projects proposed in this plan.
SCDOT Maintenance Costs Per Lane Mile
DIST CTY
County
Primary Secondary
6
8
Berkeley
$5,177
$1,635
6
10
Charleston
$2,450
$3,400
6

18

Dorchester

$5,393

$1,810

The most expensive non-capital highway activity is roadway maintenance and operations.
Maintenance costs include routine and regular expenditures required to keep highways in usable
conditions (such as patching repairs, bridge painting, and other maintenance-of-condition costs) and
traffic service costs (such as snow and ice removal, pavement marking, signs, and litter removal).
Expenditures for maintenance and traffic services are not eligible for federal aid. Maintenance
expenditures are estimated to increase throughout the region over the next 25 years. Identified
maintenance needs by the SCDOT lead the Department to spend about $100 million annually on
state-wide highway maintenance. SCDOT anticipates an annual decrease in O&M spending if new
funding mechanisms are not developed. Local governments also develop budgets to address
operations and maintenance needs.

Intelligent Transportation Systems
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) have many benefits when implemented in concert with an
overall transportation management strategy. ITS solutions use communications and computer
technology to manage traffic flow in an effort to reduce crashes, mitigate environmental impacts such
as fuel consumption and emissions, and reduce congestion from normal and unexpected delays.
Successful systems include a variety of solutions that provide surveillance capabilities, remote
control of signal systems components, seamless sharing of traveler information with the public, and
allow emergency vehicles to have priority to proceed safely through signalized intersections.
Intelligent Transportation Systems include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signalization
Progressive-Controlled Signal System
Dynamic Message Signs (DMS)
Closed Circuit Television Traffic Monitoring
Traffic Management Center
Emergency and Transit Vehicle Preemption
Automated Vehicle Location Systems

Signalization
The volume of traffic attracted to some side streets or site driveways is more than can be
accommodated as an unsignalized intersection. Delays for minor street movements and left-turn
movements on the main street may create or contribute to undue delays on the major roadway and
numerous safety issues. The installation of a traffic signal at appropriately spaced locations can
mitigate these types of issues without adversely affecting the operation of the major roadway.
Approximate construction cost is $50,000 to $60,000 per signal. However, the surrounding context
of the intersection may warrant an enhanced signal such as mast arm, which increases the cost.

Progressive-Controlled Signal System
A progressive-controlled signal system coordinates the traffic signals along a corridor to allow
vehicles to move through multiple signals without stopping. Traffic signals are spaced appropriately
and synchronized so when a vehicle is released from one intersection the signal at the next
intersection will be green by the time the vehicle reaches it. Likewise, adaptive signal control
involves continuously collecting automated intersection traffic volumes and using the volumes to
alter signal timing and phasing to best accommodate actual—real-time—traffic volumes. Adaptive
signal control can increase isolated intersection capacity as well as improve overall corridor mobility
by up to 20%during off-peak periods and 10%during peak periods. Approximate construction cost is
$250,000 per system and $10,000 per intersection.
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Dynamic Message Signs (DMS)
Dynamic Message Signs alert vehicles of congestion or incidents. DMS units give general alerts,
such as “congestion ahead” or specific details on the location of the incident or predicted travel times
so motorists can mentally prepare. Often, drivers are more patient if they can anticipate how long the
delay will be or how far the congestion spreads. Perhaps most importantly, DMS informs drivers
who can choose alternate travel routes during heavy congestion, thereby reducing the volume on the
freeway, the likelihood of additional incidents, and the average travel time for the system as a whole.

Closed Circuit Television Traffic Monitoring
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras are primarily used on interstate facilities and major
arterials to provide visual traffic volume and flow information to traffic management or monitoring
centers. These centers use this information to deploy incident response patrols/equipment and to
provide roadway travel delay information to motorists. By having visual roadway information,
traffic management centers are able to identify incidents quickly and respond appropriately and
efficiently, helping to reduce the effect of incidents on a single location or on multiple roadways.
Approximate construction cost is $20,000 per location.

Emergency Vehicle and Transit Vehicle Preemption
This strategy involves an oncoming emergency or transit vehicle changing the indication of a traffic
signal to green to favor the direction of desired travel. Preemption improves emergency vehicle
response time, reduces vehicular lane and roadway blockages, and improves the safety of the
responders by stopping conflicting movements. In most cases, transit vehicles would receive “tier II”
signal preemption that will extend the green time for an approaching vehicle verses the signal
override for emergency vehicles. Approximate construction cost is $5,000 to $7,000 per intersection
plus $2,000 per equipped vehicle.

Access Management Solutions
While acknowledging some access management strategies are better suited to one corridor type than
another, access management strategies can improve safety and efficiency of system operations.
Median divided roadways are a basic access management strategy that has been adopted as the
recommended cross section for facilities constructed in the CHATS planning area.

Op er at io n s & Main t en an ce o f Tr an sit
Operations and maintenance of the transit systems is a key element in enhancing transportation
options for people in the urbanized area. The Charleston Area Regional Transit Authority (CARTA)
operates in the CHATS area. Operations and maintenance needs have been included for this agency.

For the fiscal year 2007, operating costs for CARTA totaled approximately $18 million. Local funds
cover the largest share, including the transportation sales tax form Charleston County, with federal
funding for maintenance and capital acquisition providing the remainder. Passenger fares cover
approximately one-quarter. Advertising revenue also contributes a small portion of their revenues.
Operating cost are commensurate with the level of service provided, however fleet replacement must
be considered. Buses have a 12 year useful life and cost approximately $425, 000 each.

Further Strategies
The regional mobility strategies outlined in the CMP offer methods to minimize the impact on the
transportation network by focusing on reducing traffic congestion and enhancing transportation
alternatives to the single occupant vehicle (transit, bicycling, and walking). The multimodal section
identifies specific tools to improve roadways, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities.
Funding strategies to maintain facilities should be considered in the development of a project. The
acceptance of privately constructed roadways into the public system should be scrutinized via
construction specifications and guidelines for reasonable street patterns. For example, is it in the
public’s interest to maintain a 2,500 foot long cul-de-sac road that serves a handful of homes?
A well-connected network of streets will help mitigate maintenance costs. Dispersion of traffic
across network reduces congestion on heavily used corridors, especially at major choke points and
intersections. These streets will also improve safety in the transportation network, allowing people
to access attractions on smaller-scaled, walkable, transit-friendly roadways. A well-designed transit
system that is fully integrated with other modes such as bicycling, walking, and ridesharing can
minimize the number of road facilities needed.
Land use development patterns can influence the operations and maintenance of the transportation
system. By developing sites with a mix of land uses, the travel demand on the transportation system
can be minimized. Transit Oriented Development (TOD) provides excellent examples of combining
land use and transportation strategies to minimize impacts on operations and management of the
system. This type of nodal development maximizes access by transit and non-motorized
transportation. Nodal development allows transit to be a viable option by increasing the mix of
residential and commercial facilities. It reduces the need for automobile use and parking. By
reducing the distance required for trips, it encourages walking and cycling, and allows some
households to reduce their car ownership, which together can result in large reductions in vehicle
travel.
Operations and maintenance should be a significant consideration in planning and programming
projects. The construction or acquisition cost is only a small portion of the lifecycle cost of an asset.
As new projects are developed, operating and maintaining that facility should be a factor in the costbenefit evaluation.
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